Deciding if Luna Insight® Personal Collections are right for you.

The Luna Insight® Personal Collection software is intended for classroom and/or research use. The images added as personal collections are not automatically part of the permanent Luna Insight collection. There is an option to later add personal collections to the main Art History Image Collection, determined on a case-by-case basis.

The Visual Resource Curators assist with the preparation of a Personal Collection by handling the initial setup, establishing a user account, and offering training and documentation. The collection provider is responsible for scanning and uploading images, creating descriptive data, and maintaining the collection. All intellectual property issues are the responsibility of the collection provider.

Luna Insight® Personal Collections do not allow images to be created at resolutions higher than 1536 pixels on the long edge. If having high-resolution images available is a requirement of yours then a Luna Insight® Personal Collection is not the right choice for you. Please discuss this with the VR Curator to determine if adding your content to the Art History Collection is an option.

Collections, as a whole, may either be private, or shared, depending on user preference. This may be changed at any time.

If images have not already been scanned, it is recommended that the scanning standards be followed. For more information please visit our Getting Started page.